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Abstract— The development of technological applica-
tions that allow people to control and embody external
devices within social interaction settings represents a major
goal for current and future brain–computer interface (BCI)
systems. Prior research has suggested that embodied sys-
tems may ameliorate BCI end-user’s experience and accu-
racy in controlling external devices. Along these lines, we
developed an immersive P300-based BCI application with a
head-mounted display for virtual-local and robotic-remote
social interactions and explored in a group of healthy par-
ticipants the role of proprioceptive feedback in the control
of a virtual surrogate (Study 1). Moreover, we compared the
performance of a small group of people with spinal cord
injury (SCI) to a control group of healthy subjects during
virtual and robotic social interactions (Study 2), where both
groups received a proprioceptive stimulation. Our attempt
to combine immersive environments, BCI technologies and
neuroscience of body ownership suggests that providing
realistic multisensory feedback still represents a challenge.
Results have shown that healthy and people living with
SCI used the BCI within the immersive scenarios with
good levels of performance (as indexed by task accuracy,
optimizations calls and Information Transfer Rate) and per-
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ceived control of the surrogates. Proprioceptive feedback
did not contribute to alter performance measures and body
ownership sensations. Further studies are necessary to test
whether sensorimotor experience represents an opportu-
nity to improve the use of future embodied BCI applications.

Index Terms— Body illusions - tendon vibration,
brain–computer interface (BCI) P300, spinal cord injury,
teleoperation, virtual reality.

I. INTRODUCTION

BRAIN–COMPUTER interfaces (BCIs) provide a non-
muscular communication channel by capturing through

electroencephalography (EEG) the electrical signals generated
in the brain and translating them into actions that reflect user’s
intentions [1], [2].

Moving from the laboratory to the real world repre-
sents a big challenge for current and future BCI-based
applications [3]–[5]. Such challenge is more pronounced for
immersive applications that aim at enabling human-human
interactions, which are typically characterized by the integra-
tion of different sensory channels (e.g., visual, tactile) and
dynamic exchanges of information between multiple agents.
While in real life we seamlessly interact with the environment
and other humans using our own body, during remotely-
controlled interactions the user’s body is substituted by a
virtual or robotic agent. Systems, whereby users can be
immersed within a virtual reality (VR) or remote environment
through a virtual or robotic surrogate [6] controlled by a BCI,
may allow to explore thought-based social interactions [7], [8]
within safe settings. Former research in immersive VR systems
has shown that a person can transfer his/her body into a virtual
surrogate [9] and feel to “be there”, in the place where the
avatar is acting [10], [11].

Recent studies highlighted that motivation may improve
performance in motor-imagery-based BCIs [12], [13] and may
increase the amplitude of P300 potentials [14] (a positive
deflection is detected 300 ms after the presentation of the
attended stimulus). Similarly, it was suggested that embodi-
ment feeling may increase motor imagery BCI control [15]
and error-related EEG signals [16], [17]. On the other hand,
the congruency among multiple afferents is fundamental to
embody an external object [18] and the ownership feeling
towards a virtual or robotic agent can be modulated, for
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TABLE I
CLINICAL AND DEMOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION

OF PEOPLE LIVING WITH SCI

instance, through synchronous visuo-tactile stimulations [19]
or through the match between the BCI commands issued by
the users and the visual feedback [20], [21] provided to them.

In line with these findings, we considered a BCI-based
social interaction scenario in which proprioceptive stimulation
and visual feedback were provided, aiming at recreating a
sensorimotor experience closer to what can be observed in real
human–human interactions. We combined immersive virtual-
local and robotic-remote scenarios (by means of a head-
mounted display, HMD) with a BCI application, whereby
participants cooperated with a virtual and a real partner,
respectively, in a board game that required solving simple
mathematical operations. We designed the application for both
healthy and spinal cord injured (SCI) participants providing,
in addition to the visual feedback, tendon proprioceptive stim-
ulation that is known to induce the illusory experience of arm
movement [22] as sensory feedback. We qualitatively checked
the user experience (UE) with a questionnaire and quanti-
tatively assessed performance as measured by task accuracy
(the percentage of successful trials; see Study1 Section A),
optimization calls (see Materials and Methods Section C) and
information transfer rate (ITR; see Study1 Section A). This
way, we explored the role of proprioceptive feedback in
healthy and people living with SCI during a BCI-based social
interaction task. In particular, we assessed in healthy partic-
ipants whether different proprioceptive stimulation affected
embodiment feeling and performance measures within a
VR immersive environment (Study 1). Moreover, we compared
a sample of tetraplegic patients (Pts) with a control group of
healthy subjects in a robotic and virtual scenario (Study 2).
We hypothesized higher embodiment and performance
levels during illusory movement experience compared to
non-illusory proprioceptive stimulation and comparable per-
formance between healthy and people living with SCI.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Participants

A total of 21 participants were enrolled in the two studies.
Eight healthy participants (4 males; mean ± std., 27.00 ± 3.50,
range 22–32) were recruited for Study 1. Ten healthy par-
ticipants (6 males; 29.33 ± 2.87, range 24–32) and three
participants with a SCI (28.00 ± 5.19, range 22–31, see
Table I for details) were recruited for Study 2. Patient 3 (Pt3)
was previously tested in a rubber hand paradigm [23].
All participants were right-handed, had normal or corrected-
to-normal visual acuity in both eyes, and were naïve as to
the purposes of the study. The experimental protocol was

Fig. 1. (Left) The proprioceptive device supported participants’ right
arm and stimulated the tendon biceps brachii using a hemispherical
tactor (15 mm diameter), mounted at the tip of the actuated moving
shaft. (Right) P300 mask used during the BCI training and accuracy
assessment (see Section II-D).

approved by the ethics committee of the Fondazione Santa
Lucia and was carried out in accordance with the ethical
standards of the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki. All participants
gave their written informed consent to take part in the study.
No discomfort or adverse effects were reported or noticed at
any time during the experiment.

B. Hardware and Software Integration

The experimental setup was composed of the
following modules: a proprioceptive stimulator device,
a P300-based BCI, a computer graphic virtual environment
and a teleoperated robot. The game logic and the interface
among the different modules were developed using XVR
(XVR media, [24], [25], [26]). More details on each of these
modules are provided in the next subsections.

Proprioceptive stimulator device. Proprioceptive stimulation
was provided through a device [27] specifically designed to
evoke an illusory extension of the forearm induced by tendon
vibration (TV; see [28] for details; Fig. 1 left). In particular,
in Study 1 we stimulated the right tendon of the biceps
brachii [22] to elicit the illusion of elbow downward extension
(proprioceptive stimulation with illusion, MovI+), and the
skin surface over the bone nearby the biceps tendon [29] to
generate a tactile vibratory sensation without perception of
illusory movements (proprioceptive stimulation without illu-
sion, MovI−). In Study 2 we used only the MovI+ stimulation.

P300-based BCI. EEG signals were acquired at 256 Hz by
means of a g.USBamp (24 Bit biosignal amplification unit,
g.tec Medical Engineering GmbH, Austria). Eight Ag/AgCl
active electrodes were placed at the Fz, Cz, P3, Pz, P4, PO7,
Oz and PO8 positions of the extended international 10-20 EEG
system. Electrodes were referenced to the right earlobe and the
ground electrode was positioned at FPz.

The multi-channel EEG data was then bandpass-filtered in
the range (0.5–30 Hz), notch-filtered at 50 Hz and down-
sampled to 64 Hz [30].

During experiments, we used a 3 × 3 P300 board mask
(Fig. 1 -upper right) in row-column flashing mode, where
all rows and columns were repetitively flashed in random
order several times before a decision about user’s intention
was made. Flash-time (the time, in which a row/column is
highlighted on the screen) and dark-time (the time between
two consecutive flashes) were respectively set at 133.34 ms
and 83.34 ms for a 60 Hz HMD. To ensure visual stimulation
with high contrast, we inverted the color of each pixel in
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Fig. 2. The BCI-user (BP) observed the virtual/real partner (PP) from a first person perspective The wide field of view noticeable in the screenshots
was compensated through the immersive HMD. The figure describes the key events of a single trial (see Section II-C). The P300 mask is highlighted
by a red square for illustration purposes.

the scene that was visible under the flashing BCI control
elements. A screen overlay control interface (SOCI) [31] was
used to perform the P300-based visual stimulation of the BCI
in synchrony with the visual feedback provided in the virtual
and robotic scenarios.

EEG epochs of length 800 ms were extracted from the
preprocessed EEG data about the onset of each flash, i.e.,
100 ms pre-stimulus (baseline) and 700 ms post-stimulus.
The post-stimulus data were corrected for the baseline and
down-sampled by a factor of 3. Data from all electrodes
was then concatenated to form feature vectors of length
120 (8 ∗ ceil[0.7 ∗ 64/3]) as the input to the P300 linear
discriminant analysis (LDA classifier.

C. The Cooperative Game

Nine tokens were arranged in a 3 × 3 grid placed on
top of a table (Fig. 2-A1 and B1) and two players, the
BCI-user (BP) and his partner (PP), were supposed to coop-
erate in a mathematical game. Each token corresponded to a
number (range 1–9) and the BP and PP had to clear the table
by matching tokens that sum up to a given target-score (TS).
The PP was blind about the values of the tokens, while the
BP was not. Participants performed a total of 12 trials divided
into three runs of 4 trials each, as four trials are sufficient to
clear the board.

At the beginning of each game run, all the tokens were
available on the tabletop and randomly assigned values
between 1 and 9 (Fig. 2-A1 and B1). The PP made the
first movement by removing a token of own choice from
those available. The value of the cleared token became
the first addend of the mathematical addition operation
(e.g., PP removes a token with value “3”). Then, the
BP was informed about both the first addend’s value and the
TS through a text message that appeared on the HMD display
(Fig. 2-A2 and B2; e.g., TS equals to “12” thus, a text message

“value: 3 Total: 12” is displayed on the HMD’s screen). At this
point, the BCI mask for P300 visual stimulation was displayed
overlaying the game board (virtual or real). The BP cooperates
with the PP by selecting, via the P300-based interface, the
token that corresponds to the value which correctly solves the
mathematical problem (e.g., “9”).

Upon the completion of BCI-selections (Fig. 2-A3 and B3),
the surrogate, both in the virtual and the robotic condition
(Fig. 2-A4 and B4), performed a pointing action towards
the selected token and a proprioceptive stimulation at 60 Hz
and 4.2 N was provided to the subject’s arm. Following
the pointing action, the PP removed the pointed-at token
and a text message informed the BP about the success or
failure of the game trial (“Correct” or “Wrong” respectively;
Fig. 2-A5 and B5).

Importantly, the BCI visual interface adapted to the cleared
tokens by clearing the corresponding cells in the P300 mask.
In this way, the BP could focus his/her attention on the remain-
ing cells/tokens with less distraction. Moreover, upon the
selection of an empty cell (a cell previously cleared from the
BCI-mask after the corresponding token was removed), a new
BCI-selection phase started automatically and lasted until an
available token was selected. Throughout the manuscript, we
refer to these new BCI-selections as optimization calls (OCs).
OCs reduced the total number of wrongly committed actions
and increased the overall accuracy by avoiding the selection of
unavailable tokens (e.g., tokens already chosen and removed
in previous trials). Hereby, OCs indirectly provide informa-
tion about the participants’ need of software interventions to
complete the assigned tasks.

Users viewed the virtual/physical environment and the
BCI stimuli with the help of an Oculus-DK1 HMD
(Oculus VR, USA), that is equipped with an inertial and
compass sensor for tracking head orientations and is charac-
terized by a 110◦ field-of-view (diagonal FOV), a resolution
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Fig. 3. Teleoperated robot used in the robotic condition. The robot
is located at the Chair of Automatic Control Engineering, Technical
University of Munich, Munich, Germany.

of 1280 × 800 (16:10 aspect ratio, 640 × 800 per eye) and
60 Hz refresh rate.

Virtual scenario. The whole gaming scenario was recon-
structed as a 3D-model in computer graphics, and rendered
in real time through XVR. The VR scenery was viewed
in stereoscopy through the HMD from a first person per-
spective (1PP), where the BP was immersed into a virtual
room and embodied into a virtual avatar. Computer graphic
models of the BP and PP avatars were implemented by the
HALCA library [32], providing highly detailed and realistic
human characters. The real-time tracking/mapping of the head
orientation enabled the participants to have an immersive
visual exploration of the virtual environment. The BP’s avatar
and the PP, represented by a second virtual surrogate, were
seated facing each other around a square table, above which
the virtual gaming board was placed. Therefore, BP could
see both the own and PP avatar as well as the board and
the gaming actions. Animation of the avatars’ hands was
performed using the inverse-kinematic algorithm provided by
the HALCA library, generating convincing trajectories of the
limbs during point, pick and place actions that target the board-
game tokens.

Robotic Scenario. Video feedback was streamed in real-time
from the robot’s cameras and viewed in stereoscopy by the BP.
This allowed providing a 1PP from the robot’s point of view
to the BP. The robot (Fig. 3), which was located at the Chair of
Automatic Control Engineering, (Munich, Germany), received
goal-oriented commands (i.e., the corresponding number of
the token) and planned the necessary arm trajectories to reach
the respective tokens using a trapezoidal velocity profile to
interpolate between the start and target poses. Similarly to
the virtual scenario, the BP’s head movements were mapped
to the robot’s head with the help of the head tracking
data received from the BP side (Rome, Italy). The tokens

in the robotic condition differed from their counterpart in
the virtual scenario in that they were represented by aug-
mented reality (AR) markers (see Fig. 2-B) whose recognition
was carried out using a Kinect (Microsoft, USA) camera
mounted and fixed to the robot’s chest and the ARToolKit
(http://www.hitl.washington.edu/artoolkit, 2002; last access
24th March 2016) software library.

D. Procedure

Participants were seated comfortably in a chair and
received detailed description about the P300-based BCI,
the proprioceptive stimulator and the experimental task (see
Sections II-B and II-C). Before the start of the experiments, the
proprioceptive device was gently placed on the participant’s
right flexor tendon brachii with the elbow angular position
of approximately 120◦ (Fig. 1 left). A 60 Hz stimulation
with 4.2 N for 30 s was applied. Participants were asked
to pay attention to any changes in the physical and sen-
sory perception of their arm. We took care not to influence
the subjects regarding the possible illusory movements they
might experience. This calibration procedure helped us to
find the optimal position that helps to elicit a vivid illusory
movement sensation related to the proprioceptive stimulation.
All participants reported the feeling that the arm was moving
downward except for Pt3 (see Table I).

After this initial calibration step, two EEG sessions were
acquired during P300 copy spelling mode aiming at learning
and assessing the P300-based BCI system. Subjects were asked
in these sessions to focus their attention on different predefined
targets, which were cued to them before the start of flashing.
Each row/column of the (3x3) board was randomly flashed
exactly 10 times. During the training sessions, subjects copy-
spelled seven targets, which provided labelled epochs as target
or non-target trials that were then used to train an LDA clas-
sifier. The entire training procedure lasted about 6 min. In the
assessment phase, we evaluated the accuracy of the learned
LDA classifier for each participant by performing 12 selections
in copy spelling mode. Accuracy in this assessment phase was
computed as the ratio of the number of correct selections to the
total number of selections (i.e., 12; see Table III for Study 1
and Table IV for Study 2).

Then, participants played the cooperative game within the
virtual (Study 1–2) and robotic scenarios in Study 2 (see
Section II-C). Before the start of the game, subjects were
invited to explore the environment and to verbally report what
they were seeing (∼100 s familiarization procedure; [33]).
At the end of each condition, participants verbally answered a
set of questions (co-presence, embodiment, sense of control,
illusionary movement, BCI interface; see Table II) assessing
their UE; questions were randomly administered and partly
adapted from previous studies [34], [35].

III. STUDY 1

Participants were immersed into a virtual environment and
completed the cooperative game in two experimental condi-
tions. In particular, tendon vibration was provided either to
the biceps brachii (MovI+) or to the nearby bone (MovI−;
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TABLE II
USER EXPERIENCE MEAN + sem ANSWERS: COPRESENCE (Cop), EMBODIMENT (Emb),

SENSE OF CONTROL (Ctrl), ILLUSORY MOVEMENT (iMov) AND BCI INTERFACE (Bci)

see Section II-B) in counterbalanced order across subjects.
In this way, we assessed the role of illusory movement
perception over UE and performance and controlled for the
effect of the vibration [29]. The stimulation in either condition
(MovI+ or MovI−) started on the basis of the real-time right
hand position of the virtual BP surrogate.

A. Performance Measurement and Data Handling

Participants answered on a 100-point scale ranging from
0 (“I totally disagree”) to 100 (“I totally agree”) for each
UE’s item (see Table II). Task accuracy (the ratio of correct
trials to the total number of trials), OCs (number of automatic
BCI-selections that follow the selection of unavailable tokens)
and ITR are reported in Table III.

The ITR (bit/min) is calculated as B/T , where B is the bit
rate (bit/selection) and T is the time required to make a single
BCI selection. The bit rate was calculated according to the
following formula:

B = Plog2 (P) + Pclog2

(
Pc

M − 1

)

− (1 − Pe) log2

(
1 − Pe

M

)

where M = 9 is the total number of possible selections,
P+Pe+Pc = 1, P is the probability of correct detection, Pc is
the crossover probability (i.e., probability of wrongly detecting
the desired cell with other undesired available cells) and Pe is
the probability of erasure (i.e., probability of wrongly detecting
the desired selection as an empty or erased cell). The new
formula deviates from the one proposed by Wolpaw et al. [36]
due to the incorporation of the erased selections. Note that
when Pe = 0, the formula for B reduces to the one in [36].

Data were not normally distributed (7 out of 22 mea-
sures were not normally distributed as confirmed by

TABLE III
PERFORMANCE MEASURES DURING BCI ASSESSMENT AND

VIRTUAL INTERACTIONS (MovI+, MOVI−) IN STUDY 1

a Shapiro-Wilk test: p <0.05). Task accuracy, OCs, ITR and
UE items were compared between the MovI+ and MovI−
experimental conditions by using the non-parametric paired
Wilcoxon signed rank tests. Alpha level was set to 0.05.
Subject 5 completed only eight trials for each experimental
condition.

B. Results

Task Accuracy and OCs. No significant differences
(z = 1.09, p = 0.27, r = 0.27) were found between the
MovI+ (mean ± s.e.m., 89.06 ± 5.04) and MovI− stimulation
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(83.33±8.63). OCs intervened the same number of times in
the two conditions and non-significant differences (z = 0.36,
p = 0.71, r = 0.09) were found between the MovI+ (mean
± s.e.m., 2.13 ± 1.04) and the MovI− stimulation (2.38 ±
1.08).

ITR. No significant differences (z = 0.94, p = 0.34,
r = 0.24) were found between the MovI+ (10.09 ± 1.55) and
MovI− stimulation (9.16±1.53).

Subjective Experience. Comparisons revealed no significant
differences in UE between the MovI+ and MovI− conditions
(all z <1.36, p >0.17, r <0.34; see Table II for means
and comparisons). Participants experienced a good level of
copresence (Cop1 and Cop2). The feeling of owning the virtual
body (Emb1) and the sensation of having two bodies (Emb2)
did not significantly differ between the proprioceptive stimu-
lation conditions. Importantly, participants experienced a high
level of being in control of the virtual agent (Ctrl) and
considered the BCI-interface easy to use (Bci1) with no fatigue
for the flashing stimuli (Bci2). Relevant to the objectives of
the study, participants reported weak illusory movements in the
two stimulation conditions (iMov; see General Discussion).

C. Discussion Study 1

Study 1 assessed the participants’ ability to control a
virtual surrogate and the subjective user experience dur-
ing virtual social interactions. We observed that partici-
pants successfully completed the virtual interactions using the
P300-based BCI application and no significant differences
between the two proprioceptive stimulation conditions were
observed. OCs and ITR did not significantly differ between
the two conditions. Importantly, participants reported a good
level of control throughout the task and we observed that
the different proprioceptive stimulations did not produce sig-
nificantly different levels of illusory experiences in terms of
embodiment, copresence and illusory movement (see General
Discussion).

IV. STUDY 2

In Study 2, we compared a group of healthy people and
three participants living with SCI immersed within a virtual
and robotic scenario. It has been reported that people with a
SCI can experience illusory sensation of movement [37] when
a vibration is applied to the tendon biceps brachii. Data from
Study 1 indicated that different proprioceptive stimulations did
not affect the perceived vividness of the illusory movement.
Thus, in this study we compared a group of healthy people
and three participants with SCI immersed within a virtual and
robotic scenario using congruent only (MovI+) proprioceptive
stimulation.

We tested whether people with reduced mobility due
to spinal cord lesions perform similarly to healthy peo-
ple [38], [39]. Moreover, we assessed if different subjective
reports could be obtained when participants and people living
with SCI are immersed in robotic and virtual scenarios.

A. Procedure, Measures and Data Handling

Procedure and measures were the same as in Study 1.
The proprioceptive stimulation in either scenario (virtual or

TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE MEASURES DURING BCI ASSESSMENT AND

VIRTUAL (VR)-ROBOT (RBT) INTERACTIONS IN STUDY 2

robotic) started on the basis of the real-time virtual/robotic
surrogate’s right hand position. While for the virtual avatar
all position data could be accessed locally, data of the end-
effector position for the robotic avatar were sent remotely over
the Internet to the host PC.

Due to encountered technical failure, Subject 7 and
Subject 8 completed only 11 and 8 trials respectively in
the robotic scenario. Within the SCI group Pt1 required two
P300 training sessions and Pt2 decided to complete only the
virtual scenario (see Table IV).

Data were not normally distributed (10 out of 22 measures
were not normally distributed as confirmed by a Shapiro-Wilk
test: p <0.05). Task accuracy, OCs, ITR and answers to the
UE questionnaire were compared between the virtual and
robotic scenarios using non-parametric paired Wilcoxon
signed rank tests for healthy participants (see Table IV for
accuracies, OCs and ITR; see Table II for UE answers). Alpha
level was set at 0.05.

Moreover, performance and subjective measures of each
individual patient underwent two planned comparisons using
case-control statistics according to Crawford analysis [40] (see
Table S1 in the supplementary material for task accuracy, OCs
and ITR; see Table S2 for UE). Alpha level was thus corrected
to 0.025 and better controlled for small size of the control
group and for violations from normality [41].
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B. Results: Healthy Participants

Task accuracy and OCs. We found no significant differences
in the accuracy levels (z = 0.73, p = 0.46, r = 0.16)
between the virtual (mean ± s.e.m., 93.94 ± 1.98) and robotic
scenario (93.60 ± 2.34). Similarly, the number of OCs did
not significantly differ (z = 0.00, p = 1.00, r = 0.00)
between the virtual (mean ± s.e.m., 0.70 ± 0.33) and robotic
condition (0.80±0.59).

ITR. No significant differences (z = 0.49, p = 0.62,
r = 0.11) were found between the virtual (11.91 ± 0.69) and
robotic scenario (11.92 ± 0.73).

Subjective Experience. The analysis revealed no significant
differences in UE between the virtual and robotic scenarios
(all z <0.83, p >0.41, r <0.20). Importantly participants
experienced a high level of being in control of the virtual agent
(Ctrl) and considered the BCI-interface easy to use (Bci1) with
no fatigue for the flashing stimuli (Bci2).

C. Results: People With SCI

Patient1. Both in the virtual and the robotic scenarios Pt1
had lower task accuracy levels, higher number of OCs and
lower ITR relative to the control group (all p <0.022; see
Table S1). Moreover, a trend suggested that Pt1 had reduced
feeling of being in control of the robot relative to healthy
controls (t = −2.24, p = 0.052; see Table S2).

Patient2. Pt2 performed only within the virtual scenario,
where task accuracy, OCs and ITR did not significantly differ
relative to controls (see Table S1). No significant differences
were found in the subjective evaluation of the virtual interac-
tion (see Table S2).

Patient3. While Pt3 performance did not significantly differ
relative to controls in the robot scenario, task accuracy and
ITR in the virtual interaction were lower relative to controls
(t <−3.09, p <0.01; see Table S1 in the supplementary
material).

Although our SCI sample is limited, subjective reports
might suggest a role of the lesion level and accuracy for
illusory feelings (copresence, embodiment and illusory move-
ment perception). The low feeling of being in control (Ctrl)
and the reduced comfort of the BCI (Bci1, Bci2) in Pt1
might have been affected by the low performance in the
robotic condition and by the relatively high number of OCs
in both scenarios. Conversely, Pt2 achieved high accuracy
and reported higher ratings in evaluating the BCI comfort.
Finally, Pt3 had the highest lesion level relative to the other
SCI patients and reported the lowest ratings for the illusory
movement, copresence and embodiment feelings relative to Pt1
and Pt2. Importantly, Pt3 did not report the illusory movement
in the initial proprioceptive assessment (see Section II-D).
However, we did not find any significant difference between
healthy and SCI people in body illusions experience
(see Table S2).

D. Discussion Study 2

We observed that participants successfully accomplished the
cooperative interaction using a P300-based BCI. Similar to
Study 1, OCs allowed to preserve high task accuracy levels

throughout the task and may have contributed to high levels
of perceived control (Ctrl). The illusory experience in terms
of embodiment, copresence and illusory movement did not
significantly differ between the virtual and the robotic scenario
(see Section V). Moreover, we found no significant differences
in terms of task accuracy, OCs and ITR between the two
experimental conditions.

The performance of participants with a spinal cord injury,
however, was more variable with respect to controls. Pt1 was
able to complete the assigned tasks with a higher number
of OCs and lower levels of accuracy relative to controls and
reported a reduced feeling of control during the robotic sce-
nario. Moreover, while Pt2 had a good level of task accuracy
that did not differ from healthy participants, Pt3 had a lower
level of accuracy in the virtual interaction relative to controls.

Overall, we observed that healthy participants were able
to use the developed system and confirmed the relevance of
the optimization module to reduce the number of unwanted
actions (see S7 in Table IV). Importantly, people living with
SCI reported subjective experience that did not differ relative
to controls but had a more variable performance in the control
of the virtual avatar and the robotic surrogate.

V. GENERAL DISCUSSION

We combined virtual reality, robotics and BCI technologies
with current knowledge on body-ownership illusions into a
single framework, and evaluated the resulting system with
healthy and people with SCI in both local and remote social
interactions. In particular, we assessed the contribution of pro-
prioceptive feedback on embodiment feelings in both healthy
and a small group of SCI patients and explored whether the
type of the immersive environment (i.e., virtual or physi-
cal) might influence performance measures during a social
interaction.

We found no effect in performance and embodiment feelings
following proprioceptive stimulation (Study 1) and we did not
observe dissimilar performance in both the virtual and robotic
scenarios (Study 2). Importantly, the patients’ performance and
subjective experience were not significantly different to those
found in the healthy group. However, it has to be noted that
task accuracy, OCs and ITR appeared susceptible to higher
variability in people with SCI.

A. Performance Measures and Illusory Movement

In this work, we tried to investigate the contribution
of proprioceptive stimulation, delivered when the virtual or
robotic arm was pointing to the selected token, to illusory
movement and body-ownership feelings over a virtual and
robotic surrogate. We observed that different proprioceptive
stimulations (Study 1) and immersive environments (Study 2)
did not influence the illusory movement perception and par-
ticipants reported low movement illusion relative to previous
reports [28], [29]. Previous studies used monitor-based stimu-
lation in P300 systems and showed no significant difference in
BCI use in people with spinal cord injury [38], [39] relative to
controls. Although we used an immersive setup in this work,
the observed variability in the use of the BCI device in healthy
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as well as in people living with SCI cannot be accounted for by
difficulty in using the BCI within the HMD in general. The fact
that all participants performed correctly the BCI assessment
phase (see Table III for Study 1 and Table IV for Study 2)
might suggest that 2D scenarios are easier to complete and
might be less distracting in terms of visual attention.

In the present work, participants performed a P300-based
task and were stimulated with a force of 4.2 N at 60 Hz.
Crucially, the fact that participants did not rate the illusion in
the preliminary assessment (see Section II-D), and that partic-
ipants estimated the overall illusory movement perception at
the end of each experimental condition, limits the possibility to
compare the proprioceptive and visuo-proprioceptive contribu-
tion to illusory movements (i.e., comparing the illusion during
the proprioceptive assessment phase with the social BCI-based
interactions).

Our results extend previous findings that observed improve-
ments in control using a motor-imagery-based BCI [27],
[42], [43] when proprioceptive stimulation was matched by
visual feedback [27], [42], [43], [44] in a group of healthy
participants. We found a relatively low level of bodily illusions
and a high level of task accuracy across the studies. Moreover,
possible mismatches between visual feedback of a moving
limb and the proprioceptive stimulation may have affected
illusory movement experiences [22], [45].

We do not exclude that the unfamiliar setting of the
experienced social interaction (people had to remain in a
fixed posture throughout the entire testing sessions while
interacting with a virtual or real person) may have limited the
possibility that participants experienced deeper embodiment
feelings. Combined with the small sample size of our study,
this may have consequently limited our ability to draw stronger
conclusions.

B. Body-Ownership Over BCI-Controlled Surrogates

Body-ownership over external objects has been studied
with rubber hands [46], virtual and real bodies [34], [47]
and mannequins [48]. Congruent visual feedback of intended
actions is important for generating an illusory feeling of
owning and controlling an external object [49], [50]. The sense
of agency is indeed a fundamental component of embodiment
processes [51] and is influenced by sensorimotor congruencies
among the executed action, its sensorimotor re-afferences [52]
and the feedback about goal achievement [53], [54].

Participants were able to use the BCI (as assessed in the
BCI-assessment phase, see Table III for Study 1 and Table IV
for Study 2). In order to improve task accuracy (i.e., reduce
the number of erroneous selections of empty cells) we allowed
the software to intervene with automatic error detection and
BCI-selection repetition. Such optimization process might
have played an important role in maintaining the sensation
of being in control of the virtual and robotic surrogate.
Nonetheless, participants reported a relatively low sensation of
owning the virtual and robotic body. Surprisingly we observed
a low level of embodiment in Pt3, who did not perceive the
illusory movement sensation (see Procedure and Table I) and
in previous studies experienced high level of ownership over a
static rubber hand [23]. The fact that embodiment and illusory

movement feelings did not change between the virtual and
robotic condition might indirectly hint that delays between
BCI output and the start of the reaching movement in the
virtual and robotic conditions were not a crucial factor for
embodiment sensations in this particular experimental setup.
Note that in our present studies, we did not apply visuo-tactile
stimuli over participants’ hands to elicit illusory ownership
sensations over the virtual and robotic bodies [19], but rather
we tried to achieve good levels of perceived control and
body-ownership by the implementation of OCs and through
congruent proprioceptive stimulation respectively. Crucially,
participants were not required to make any overt movement
throughout the task and the only congruency between a motor
action and its visuo-proprioceptive consequence was related
to participants’ head rotations and the corresponding changes
in the field of view. That is, whenever participants moved
their head, a congruent perspective change followed their
movements [11], [55].

Finally, we cannot exclude that tendon stimulation might
have induced the sensation of a passive extension rather than
a voluntary action, since no real movements and no motor
imagery was asked to be performed by subjects during the
stimulation. However, participants reported a good level of
perceived control over the observed actions. On the other
hand, low scores on perceived ownership point to the need
for ameliorating the integration of visual [45] and motor
sensory [56] feedback through external stimulation in order to
elicit an active feeling of controlling an agent’s body observed
from a first person perspective.

VI. CONCLUSION

Previous studies showed a possible role of embodiment [15],
[16], [17] and proprioceptive feedback [27], [42], [43] in
altering motor-imagery based EEG signals that can be used
for BCI control. On this account, we performed two studies
and investigated in a group of healthy participants and a
small group of people living with SCI the ability to use a
P300-based BCI system within immersive scenarios, while
proprioceptive feedback was provided aiming at increasing the
level of embodiment into a virtual and robotic surrogate.

In Study 1, we found high accuracy and no significant
difference in BCI control and embodiment feelings toward
the virtual surrogate using congruent and incongruent stim-
ulation. In Study 2, healthy participants did not significantly
differ between the immersive robotic and virtual scenario and
patients appeared to control the virtual and robotic surrogate
with good performance levels, despite some observed differ-
ences (as indexed by Crawford analyses).

Our results hint at possible directions that can be beneficial
in improving the development of immersive systems with
realistic sensory feedback (e.g., tactile stimulation supporting
visual feedback to ameliorate embodiment sensations), and
integrating optimization modules to reduce the rate of commit-
ted errors. Further studies are necessary to investigate the use
of alternative P300 stimulations and classification [57], [58]
within immersive systems [59] in order to reduce the number
of software interventions and to improve the use of
BCI systems.
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Overall, we reported two cross-disciplinary studies inte-
grating knowledge from different research fields namely,
1) body ownership over virtual and robotic devices, 2) illusory
movement following tendon vibration, 3) virtual and 4) robotic
systems coupled with 5) BCI technology. This integration
resulted in a system that provided a local-virtual and a remote-
robotic social interaction to BCI users. The integration of
engineering and neuroscience opens the gate to promising
future applications, aiming at controlling external devices
through brain signals with both high performance levels and
enhanced feelings of owning the controlled device. Further
studies are yet necessary to test whether user’s sensorimotor
experience may enhance the ability of people in using BCI
technology.
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